United Net-Works
c/o ID:I galleri
Tjärhovsgatan 19
SE-116 21,Stockholm
0701 10 62 69
office@unitednet-works.org
www.unitednet-works.org

Envelope-to: mail@sparwasserhq.de
>From: "lena malm" <lena.malm.107@telia.com>
>To: "sparwasser" <mail@sparwasserhq.de>
>Subject: Old habits
>Date: Wed, 17 Sep 2003 11:38:45 +0200
>X-Priority: 3
>
>Dear Sparwasser!
>
>Thank you for the invitation to the project "Old habits die Hard".
>Sounds great and FUN, and YES, we will participate! Of course.
>I'll get back to you with all the detalis asap.
>
>Wishes,
>
>Lena Malm
>for United Net-Works, Sweden
>
>
>
>
>
>____________________
>Lena Malm
>
>Odeng 44 c ög 5 tr
>SE-113 51 Stockholm
>+ 46 (0) 8 612 60 98
>+ 46 (0) 73 996 70 39
><mailto:lena.malm.107@telia.com>lena.malm.107@telia.com

United Net-Works
What is United Net-Works?
-United Net-Works is an archive,network and platform for contemporary artists,curators and cultural producers
based in Stockholm.
United Net-Works activities involve
researching new organisational structures and work methods for increased
communication,collaboration and exchange within the sphere of contemporary art &culture.
United Net-Works is commited to supporting and initiating projects and
exhibitions that seek to develop new
opportunities and collaboration for
artists and cultural producers.
United Net-Works shares space with
artist owned ID:I gallery in Stockholm.Where we have our office and
archive with documentation from over
300 artists,artists groups,curators
and cultural producers presented in
individual portfolios.There is also
a large number of VHS,DVD and sound
works,CD-rom presentations and other catalogue materials available for
view.
United Net-Works was founded in 2001
by Sofie Sweger,art anthropologist
and former co-director of Konstakuten
and is run by her together with artist
Lena Malm and Marianne Hultman,
curator at Norrköping Museum of Art.

“NASDAQ vocal index 2003”
Ola Pehrson
NASDAQ vocal index 2003
A vast amount of information in the shape of index graphs is constantly being created
at the different stock markets of the world. In the project "NASDAQ vocal index" the
graphs of companies listed on the NASDAQ are transformed into music. Computer
software converts these graphs to sheets of music, and the scores are presented
online on a computer screen, to be read and sung by a member of the choir. Every
company has got its own voice and together the choir reflects the current situation
on the market.
The voices are reflecting the nerve of primitive economic instinct, online, at the very
moment it is being performed in its purest form.
Human choir, computer, video projection
http://www.olapehrson.com

